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Necessity The proposed changes within these Rules are necessary to reflect current 

practices, deliver a logical organization structure, and provide helpful 
information to the regulated public. In their current form, the Rules 
address issues that could be grouped in a more logical way. As proposed, 
the Rules will provide definitive categories where all related provisions 
may be easily accessed: definitions, new at-grade crossings, existing at-
grade crossings, separation structures, surfacing, elevation changes, and 
grade changes. The new provisions (1) establish a formal manner by 



which the Department may offer helpful input to municipalities and 
private developers. 

 
Fiscal Impact Summary State government: Yes 
 Local government: Yes 
 Substantial impact: No 
 Private entities:  Yes 
 
Introduction and Background 
 
In their current form, these Rules pertain to railroad construction, reconstruction, maintenance, required 
approvals, funding responsibilities, and other requirements. Specifically, the Rules, in their current form, 
address required approvals when a railroad track intersects the State highway system, grade separations, 
signalizations, separation structures, construction, maintenance, surfacing, changes in elevation, and 
changes in grade. 
 
The Department is proposing these Rules be amended through readoption to reflect current practices, 
deliver a logical organization structure, and provide helpful information to the regulated public. As 
proposed, the Department is making technical changes and revising the formatting and organization of the 
Rules to provide definitive categories where all related provisions may be easily accessed: definitions, 
new at-grade crossings, existing at-grade crossings, separation structures, surfacing, elevation changes, 
and grade changes. The Department is proposing new provisions that (1) establish a formal manner by 
which the Department may offer helpful input to municipalities and private developers. 
 
These rules are proposed for re-adoption with amendments in accordance with G.S. 150B-21.3A, which 
requires the periodic review of existing rules.  
 
Rule Amendments Summary and Analysis 
 
I. The following rules are being amended with technical changes only and no economic 

impact. 
 

19A NCAC 02B .0150 
 
Original text from 19A NCAC 02B .0150 transferred to the new 19A NCAC 02B .0153(a) and 
updated to reflect the current approving authority. This change is technical because Department 
staff are clarifying the current requirements of the Rule and does not result in a change in the 
Rule's enforcement:  
 
Original: “It shall be unlawful to construct a railroad track across any portion of the State 

Highway System, without the written permission of the Chief Engineer or his 
authorized agent.” 
 

New:  “It shall be unlawful to construct a railroad track across any portion of the State 
highway system without the Secretary of Transportation or the Secretary’s 
designee providing a written statement of approval.” 

 
All other definitions are new text, if not mentioned below, and some of which were requested by 
the Office of Administrative Hearings. 
 



19A NCAC 02B .0152 
 
Original 19A NCAC 02B .0152 is proposed for repeal through readoption.  
 
 
Definitions for “separated,” “separation structure,” and “grade point” transferred to the new 19A 
NCAC 02B .0150(10), (11), and (7). 
 
Original text from 19A NCAC 02B .0152(d) transferred to new 19A NCAC 02B .0154(a)(2):  
 
Original: “Where a grade crossing that was in existence prior to December 3, 1966, shall 

be separated, the railroad shall pay five percent of the cost of the separation 
structure and approaches from grade point to grade point.” 

 
New: “Where a grade crossing that was in existence prior to December 3, 1966, shall 

be separated, the railroad shall pay five percent of the cost of the separation 
structure and approaches from grade point to grade point.”   

 
19A NCAC 02B .0153 
 
Definitions for “crossing agreement” transferred to new 19A NCAC 02B .0150(3). 
 
Original text from 19A NCAC 02B .0153(a) text updated and transferred to the new 19A NCAC 
02B .0153(b), with the “written permission” requirement of the original 19A NCAC 02B .0150 
(new 19A NCAC 02B .0153(a)) given a label here (“crossing agreement”): 
 
Original: “For purposes of this Rule, the term "crossing agreement" is a formal written 

agreement between the N.C. Department of Transportation and a railroad 
company.  The railroad company permits the Department of Transportation to 
build a road across the railroad company's tracks.  The agreement also lists 
responsibilities of each party with regard to the construction, maintenance, and 
funding of the new crossing.  

 
New: “A crossing agreement shall be required for any construction or relocation of 

railroad track across the State highway system, and any construction or relocation 
of the State highway system across already existing railroad track. The crossing 
agreement lists the construction, maintenance, safety device installation, and 
funding responsibilities of each party.” 

 
Original 19A NCAC 02B .0153(b) text condensed and transferred to the new 19A NCAC 02B 
.0153(c): 
 
Original: “Where the construction of a new road or the relocation of an existing road 

involves an additional or a new crossing and does not involve the elimination of 
an existing crossing, the railroad will not be required to bear any costs of 
signalization or separation, either at the time of the initial construction or within a 
20 year period from the execution of the crossing agreement if the Department of 
Transportation determines during said 20 year period that a signalization or a 
separation structure is required.” 

 



New: “Where the construction of a new road or the relocation of an existing road 
involves an additional or a new crossing and does not involve the elimination of 
an existing crossing, the railroad shall not be required to bear any costs of 
signalization or separation, either at the time of the initial construction or within a 
20-year period from the execution of the Crossing Agreement if the Department 
determines during that 20-year period that a signalization or a separation 
structure shall be required.”  

 
Original 19A NCAC 02B .0153(b) text updated and transferred to new 19A NCAC 02B .0153(d):  
 
Original: “If a crossing in existence prior to December 3, 1966 is eliminated by the 

relocation of an existing road, the policy stated in Rule .0152 of this Section shall 
apply.” 

 
New: “If a crossing in existence prior to December 3, 1966, shall be eliminated by the 

relocation of an existing road, Rule .0155 of this Section shall apply.” 
 
 New text at 19A NCAC 02B .0153(e) address below, in Section II of this Fiscal Note. 
 

19A NCAC 02B .0154 
 
Original 19A NCAC 02B .0154 text transferred to new 19A NCAC 02B .0154(a)(1): 
 
Original: “Whenever any highway project provides for the construction of a separation 

structure over or under the railroad, the Department of Transportation will 
construct the separation structure to provide for an additional track upon the 
request of the railroad and the furnishing of the proper justification or enter into 
an agreement with the railroad to provide for the additional track if such tracks 
are constructed and placed in use within a 20 year period from the signing of the 
agreement.”   

 
New: “Whenever any highway project provides for the construction of a separation 

structure over or under the railroad, the Department shall construct the separation 
structure to provide for an additional track upon the request of the railroad and 
the furnishing of the proper justification or enter into an agreement with the 
railroad to provide for the additional track if such tracks are constructed and 
placed in use within a 20-year period from the signing of the agreement.” 

 
Original 19A NCAC 02B .0154 text transferred to new 19A NCAC 02B .0154(a)(3): 
 
Original: “If the separation structure eliminated the crossing at grade, the railroad will be 

required to pay five percent of the total costs of the separation structure and 
approaches from grade point to grade point as constructed initially and five 
percent of the costs of the widening of the structure within the aforementioned 
20-year period.” 

 
New: “If the separation structure eliminated the crossing at-grade, the railroad shall pay 

five percent of the total costs of the separation structure and approaches from 
grade point to grade point as constructed initially and five percent of the costs of 
the widening of the structure within the 20-year period.”  

 



Original 19A NCAC 02B .0154 text transferred to new 19A NCAC 02B .0154(a)(4): 
 
Original: “If the separation structure is an additional or new crossing and no existing 

crossing is closed, the Board of Transportation will pay the entire cost of the 
structure including the provision for additional tracks on request by the railroad 
with proper justification, or will pay the entire cost of widening the structure 
within the aforementioned 20 year period.” 

 
New: “If the separation structure is an additional or new crossing and no existing 

crossing is closed, the Board of Transportation will pay the entire cost of the 
structure including the provision for additional tracks on request by the railroad 
with proper justification, or will pay the entire cost of widening the structure 
within the aforementioned 20 year period.” 

 
19A NCAC 02B .0155 

 
Original 19A NCAC 02B .0155 text condensed and transferred to new 19A NCAC 02B .0155(a):  
 
Original: “Whenever any road, street or highway forming a part of the State Highway 

System shall cross or intersect any railroad, including an industrial siding, at the 
same level or grade, the railroad owner shall be responsible for the construction 
and maintenance of the crossing and the area between the ends of the ties and the 
edge of the pavement of the main traveled lanes plus a maximum of 10 feet of the 
usable shoulders. The railroad owner shall assume the construction cost of the 
crossing for the pavement width and shall maintain the entire area herein 
described at its own expense.”  

 
New: “If the construction, reconstruction, or maintenance of an existing at-grade 

crossing causes any road, street, or highway, forming a part of the State highway 
system, to cross or intersect any railroad, including an industrial siding, at the 
same level or grade, then the railroad shall be responsible for the following: (1) 
construction and maintenance of the crossing and the area between the ends of 
the ties and the edge of the pavement of the main traveled lanes plus a maximum 
of 10 feet of the usable shoulders; and (2) construction cost of the crossing for 
the pavement width and maintenance for the entire area herein described at its 
own expense.” 

 
New text at 19A NCAC 02B .0155(c) is nonbinding and descriptive in nature, providing 
information to the regulated public regarding the already established procedure for any railroad, 
county, city, or other political subdivision of the State to identify and propose to the Department 
at-grade crossings for potential closure. This addition is the current practice of the Rail Division 
and is being proposed for addition to this Rule for informational purposes only. As there is no 
requirement in this new text that an external party propose the closure of a crossing, there is no 
change in financial responsibility. Because this is the already established procedure and practice 
for any railroad, county, city, or other political subdivision of the State to identify and propose at-
grade crossings for potential closure, there is no change in procedural requirements, nor any 
change in the Department’s decision process.  Finally, because this addition is descriptive of an 
already established process, there will not be any increase or decrease in transportation impacts 
on local governments.  
 
19A NCAC 02B .0156 



 
Original 19A NCAC 02B .0156 updated with “flange guards” text to replace “timbers” as “flange 
guards” is a more accurate description, encompassing all protective edges, ribs, and rims, 
including those made of timber. 
 
Original: “When any road, street, or highway forming a link in the State highway system is 

being surfaced or resurfaced, the Department shall, if in such instances requested 
to do so by the railroad, pave the roadway surface across the crossing, but the 
railroad shall provide and place at its own expense, the necessary crossing 
timbers on rail guards and otherwise adjust its facilities to meet the level of the 
finished road surface.” 

 
New: “When any road, street, or highway forming a link in the State highway system is 

being surfaced or resurfaced, the Department shall, if in such instances requested 
to do so by the railroad, pave the roadway surface across the crossing, but the 
railroad shall provide and place at its own expense, the necessary crossing flange 
guards on rail guards and otherwise adjust its facilities to meet the level of the 
finished road surface.” 

 
19A NCAC 02B .0157 and .0158 
 
Original 19A NCAC 02B .0157 and .0158 are proposed for readoption with no changes. 

 
II. The following sections of this report will analyze the substantive rule amendments having 

insubstantial economic impact. 
 

19A NCAC 02B .0153(e) – Notice Requirements for new at-grade crossings 
 
This section is new, and has been coordinated with the League of Municipalities. This part of the 
Rule lays out three scenarios where notice will be required within 60 days of execution of the 
agreement: 
 
(1) the municipality must give notice if that municipality and a railroad seek to enter into an 
agreement for the construction of a new municipal street across a railroad track, at-grade; 
(2) the municipality must give notice if that municipality and railroad seek to enter into an 
agreement for the construction of a new railroad track across the municipal street system, at-
grade; and 
(3) the private developer must give notice if that private developer and a railroad seek to enter 
into an agreement for the construction of a railroad track across the municipal street system, at-
grade. 
 
This is proposed solely for the benefit of the municipality or private developer. N.C. Gen. Stat. 
§ 136-195 authorizes the Department as follows: 
 
“[t]he Department may require the raising or lowering of any tracks or roadway at any grade 
crossing in a road or street not forming a link in or part of the State highway system and designate 
who shall pay for the same by partitioning the cost of said work and the maintenance of such 
crossing among the railroads and municipalities interested in accordance with the formula 
provided for grade crossing alterations or eliminations on the State highway system in G.S. 136-
20(b).” 
 



Pursuant to this authorization, and once a grade crossing is constructed, the Department may 
require changes to the crossing if it is not to Department standards. This proposed text seeks to 
proactively facilitate coordination between municipalities or private developers and the 
Department before construction so that future issues are mitigated. The Rail Division may not 
force or require either party to make any particular change, but with this notice, the Rail Division 
would be able to advise and assist the notifying party of any potential problems. 
 
Municipalities and private developers will incur additional administrative costs to comply with 
these notice requirements. These costs are expected to be minimal as the required information, 
outlined in part (e)(5) of the rule, should be readily available and notice may be submitted via 
email or several other minimally priced means. 
 
The Department expects these provisions to provide a net benefit to these entities. Under the 
current regulatory baseline, there are potential costs to the municipality/private developer if, after 
the grade crossing is constructed, the Department finds that it is not to Department standards. 
Once the crossing is constructed, the Department will assess the crossing, and may require 
changes to the crossing. If changes are deemed necessary, associated costs would be the 
responsibility of the municipality or developer. 
  
If the provision is included and notice is given, the municipality and the private developer will 
benefit in that they have coordinated with the Department and know that the crossing is being 
constructed according to Department standards. There will be far less chance that issues remain.  
 
The net costs and benefits of these provisions are not quantifiable because it is uncertain whether 
the crossing would have been constructed in conflict with Department standards if notice was not 
required. If the proposed text is not included, it is entirely possible that, even without notice or 
coordination with the Department, a newly constructed crossing on a municipal street would be 
constructed in accordance with Department standards and not require further updates. 
Alternatively, without including the provision, it is possible that a newly constructed crossing 
would not be constructed in accordance with Department standards and would require further 
updates. However, if the provision is included, the chance of a newly constructed crossing being 
in conflict with Department standards is greatly reduced, if not eliminated. 

 
Appendix – Proposed Rule Text 
 
Proposed Rules attached. 
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19A NCAC 02B .0150 is proposed for readoption without substantive changes as follows: 1 

 2 

19A NCAC 02B .0150 RAILROAD RIGHT OF WAY DEFINITIONS CONSTRUCTION OF RAILROAD 3 

TRACKS ACROSS RIGHT OF WAY  4 

It shall be unlawful to construct a railroad track across any portion of the State Highway System, without the written 5 

permission of the Chief Engineer or his authorized agent. 6 

The following definitions apply to Rules .0150 through .0158 of this Subchapter. 7 

(1) “At-grade crossing” means an intersection where roadways and railroads join or cross at the same 8 

level. 9 

(2) “Closed crossing” means a location where a previous crossing no longer exists because either the 10 

railroad tracks have been removed, or each pathway or roadway approach to the crossing has been 11 

removed, leaving behind no intersection of railroad tracks with either a pathway or roadway. A 12 

grade-separated highway-rail crossing that has been removed shall be considered a closed crossing. 13 

(3) "Crossing Agreement" means a formal written agreement between the Department and a railroad 14 

through which the railroad permits the Department to build a road across the railroad's tracks. 15 

(4) “Facilities” means real or personal property, or any interest in that property, that is determined to be 16 

necessary or convenient for the provision of a freight or passenger rail fixed guideway facility or 17 

system. The term includes all property or interests necessary or convenient for the acquiring, 18 

providing, using, or equipping of a rail fixed guideway facility or system, including rights-of-way, 19 

trackwork, train controls, stations, and maintenance facilities. 20 

(5) “Flange guard” means a protective edge, rib, or rim made of rubber, steel, timber, or any other 21 

composite material on any object such as the base of a rail, on the top and bottom horizontal parts 22 

of a beam, or girder. 23 

(6) “Grade” means the rate of ascent or descent of a roadway, expressed as a percentage and calculated 24 

by the change in roadway elevation per unit of horizontal length. 25 

(7) “Grade point” means the point where the new construction of a facility ties into and terminates at 26 

the existing facility. 27 

(8) “Grade separation” means a crossing of a highway and a railroad at different levels that allows 28 

unimpeded traffic movement. 29 

(9) “Railroad” means an entity that owns or maintains the track through the at-grade crossing, or an 30 

entity that operates one or more trains through an at-grade crossing or grade separated crossing on 31 

or connected to the general railroad system of transportation.  32 

(10) “Separated” means the travelways of two transportation facilities, such as two highways or a 33 

highway and a railroad, that are disconnected by means of a bridge so that traffic on one shall not 34 

conflict with traffic on the other. 35 

(11) “Separation structure” means the bridge structure that separates the travelways of the two 36 

transportation facilities. 37 
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(12) “Track” means an assembly of rails, ties, and fastenings that cars, locomotives, and trains traverse. 1 

(13) “Traffic control device” means a sign, signal, marking, or other device placed on or adjacent to a 2 

street or highway by authority of a public body or official having jurisdiction to regulate, warn, or 3 

guide traffic. 4 

 5 

History Note: Authority G.S. 136-18(5); 136-18(11); 136-20; 150B-2(8a)(h); 6 

Eff. July 1, 1978; 7 

Amended Eff. December 1, 2012. 8 
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19A NCAC 02B .0152 is proposed for repeal through readoption as follows: 1 

 2 

19A NCAC 02B .0152 SIGNALIZATION OF EXISTING GRADE CROSSING 3 

(a)  For purposes of this Rule the term "separated" means the travelways of two transportation facilities, such as two 4 

highways or a highway and a railroad, are physically separated by means of a bridge so that traffic on one will not 5 

conflict with traffic on the other. 6 

(b)  For purposes of this Rule the term "separation structure" is the bridge structure which physically separates the 7 

travelways of the two transportation facilities. 8 

(c)  For purposes of this Rule "grade point" is the point where the new construction of a facility ties into and terminates 9 

at the existing facility. 10 

(d)  Where a grade crossing which was in existence prior to December 3, 1966, is separated, the railroad will be 11 

required to pay five percent of the cost of the separation structure and approaches from grade point to grade point.  12 

Where a grade crossing is signalized, the railroad will not be charged with any of the costs of the signal installation. 13 

 14 

History Note: Authority G.S. 136-18(5); 136-18(11); 136-20; 150B-21.3A; 15 

Eff. July 1, 1978; 16 

Amended Eff. December 1, 1993. 17 
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19A NCAC 02B .0153 is proposed for readoption with substantive changes as follows: 1 

 2 

19A NCAC 02B .0153 SIGNALIZATION OF NEW GRADE AT-GRADE CROSSING 3 

(a)  For purposes of this Rule, the term "crossing agreement" is a formal written agreement between the N.C. 4 

Department of Transportation and a railroad company.  The railroad company permits the Department of 5 

Transportation to build a road across the railroad company's tracks.  The agreement also lists responsibilities of each 6 

party with regard to the construction, maintenance, and funding of the new crossing. 7 

(b)  Where the construction of a new road or the relocation of an existing road involves an additional or a new crossing 8 

and does not involve the elimination of an existing crossing, the railroad will not be required to bear any costs of 9 

signalization or separation, either at the time of the initial construction or within a 20 year period from the execution 10 

of the crossing agreement if the Department of Transportation determines during said 20-year period that a 11 

signalization or a separation structure is required.  If a crossing in existence prior to December 3, 1966 is eliminated 12 

by the relocation of an existing road, the policy stated in Rule .0152 of this Section shall apply. 13 

(a)  It shall be unlawful to construct a railroad track across any portion of the State highway system without the 14 

Secretary of Transportation or the Secretary’s designee providing a written statement of approval.  15 

(b)  A crossing agreement shall be required for any construction or relocation of railroad track across the State highway 16 

system, and any construction or relocation of the State highway system across already existing railroad track. The 17 

crossing agreement lists the construction, maintenance, safety device installation, and funding responsibilities of each 18 

party.   19 

(c) Where the construction of a new road or the relocation of an existing road involves an additional or a new crossing 20 

and does not involve the elimination of an existing crossing, the railroad shall not be required to bear any costs of 21 

signalization or separation, either at the time of the initial construction or within a 20-year period from the execution 22 

of the Crossing Agreement if the Department determines during that 20-year period that a signalization or a separation 23 

structure shall be required.   24 

(d)  If a crossing in existence prior to December 3, 1966, shall be eliminated by the relocation of an existing road, 25 

Rule .0155 of this Section shall apply. 26 

(e)  The following shall be required for the construction of a new municipal street across an already existing railroad 27 

track, or railroad tracks across the municipal street system. 28 

(1) If a municipality and railroad seek to enter into an agreement for the construction of a new municipal 29 

street, meaning a street forming a part of the municipal street system consisting of those streets or 30 

highways that are not a part of the State highway system, across a railroad track, at-grade, the 31 

municipality or public authority responsible for the maintenance, construction, reconstruction, and 32 

right-of-way acquisition for the municipal street system shall provide the Rail Division Director 33 

with 60-days’ notice prior to the execution of the agreement. If the municipality anticipates there to 34 

be less than 60 days between the negotiations and execution of the agreement, notification shall be 35 

immediate. 36 
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(2) If a municipality and railroad seek to enter into an agreement for the construction of a new railroad 1 

track across the municipal street system, at-grade, the municipality or public authority responsible 2 

for the maintenance, construction, reconstruction, and right-of-way acquisition for the municipal 3 

street system shall provide the Rail Division Director with 60-days’ notice prior to the execution of 4 

the agreement. If the municipality anticipates there to be less than 60 days between the negotiations 5 

and execution of the agreement, notification shall be immediate. 6 

(3) If a private developer and a railroad seek to enter into an agreement for the construction of a railroad 7 

track across the municipal street system, at-grade, or a new municipal street across a railroad track, 8 

at-grade, the private developer shall provide the Rail Division Director with 60-days’ notice prior 9 

to the execution of the agreement. If the private developer anticipates there to be less than 60 days 10 

between the negotiations and execution of the agreement, notification shall be immediate. 11 

(4) Notice shall be in writing and shall be effective upon receipt if delivered personally or by email, or 12 

sent by overnight courier if signature for the receiving party is obtained, or sent by certified or 13 

registered mail, postage prepaid, to the Rail Division Director at 1553 Mail Service Center, Raleigh, 14 

NC 27699-1553. The Rail Division Director’s email address may be found, free of charge, at  15 

https://apps.ncdot.gov/dot/directory/authenticated/UnitPage.aspx?id=3393. 16 

(5) Notice shall include the following information:  17 

(A) the name, address, telephone number, and email address of the entity submitting the notice;  18 

(B) a description of the anticipated crossing, including whether the agreement is for the 19 

construction of a railroad track across the municipal street system, or the construction of a 20 

municipal street across an already existing railroad track; 21 

(C) the county, city, or political subdivision where the crossing will be located; 22 

(D) the railroad milepost number, if an already existing railroad track; and 23 

(D) the State maintained road number and/or name, if an already existing road. 24 

 25 

History Note: Authority G.S. 136-18(5); 136-18(11); 136-20; 136-20.1; 136-66.1; 136-195;  26 

Eff. July 1, 1978; 27 

Amended Eff. December 1, 1993. 28 

  29 
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19A NCAC 02B .0154 is proposed for readoption without substantive changes as follows: 1 

 2 

19A NCAC 02B .0154 COST OF RAILROAD SEPARATION STRUCTURES 3 

Whenever any highway project provides for the construction of a separation structure over or under the railroad, the 4 

Department of Transportation will construct the separation structure to provide for an additional track upon the request 5 

of the railroad and the furnishing of the proper justification or enter into an agreement with the railroad to provide for 6 

the additional track if such tracks are constructed and placed in use within a 20-year period from the signing of the 7 

agreement.  If the separation structure eliminated the crossing at grade, the railroad will be required to pay five percent 8 

of the total costs of the separation structure and approaches from grade point to grade point as constructed initially 9 

and five percent of the costs of the widening of the structure within the aforementioned 20-year period.  If the 10 

separation structure is an additional or new crossing and no existing crossing is closed, the Board of Transportation 11 

will pay the entire cost of the structure including the provision for additional tracks on request by the railroad with 12 

proper justification, or will pay the entire cost of widening the structure within the aforementioned 20-year period. 13 

(a)  Construction, elimination, costs, and maintenance of a grade separation over or under any road, street, or highway 14 

forming a part of the State highway system. 15 

(1)  Whenever any highway project provides for the construction of a separation structure over or under 16 

the railroad, the Department shall construct the separation structure to provide for an additional track 17 

upon the request of the railroad and the furnishing of the proper justification or enter into an 18 

agreement with the railroad to provide for the additional track if such tracks are constructed and 19 

placed in use within a 20-year period from the signing of the agreement. 20 

(2) If a grade crossing that was in existence prior to December 3, 1966, shall be separated, the railroad 21 

shall pay five percent of the cost of the separation structure and approaches from grade point to 22 

grade point.   23 

(3) If the separation structure eliminated the crossing at-grade, the railroad shall pay five percent of the 24 

total costs of the separation structure and approaches from grade point to grade point as constructed 25 

initially and five percent of the costs of the widening of the structure within the 20-year period.  26 

(4) If the separation structure is an additional or new crossing and no existing crossing is closed, the 27 

Board of Transportation will pay the entire cost of the structure including the provision for additional 28 

tracks on request by the railroad with proper justification, or will pay the entire cost of widening the 29 

structure within the aforementioned 20 year period.  30 

 31 

History Note: Authority G.S.136-18(5); 136-18(11); 136-20; 32 

Eff. July 1, 1978. 33 
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19A NCAC 02B .0155 is proposed for readoption without substantive changes as follows: 1 

 2 

19A NCAC 02B .0155 EXISTING AT-GRADE CROSSING CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE OF 3 

RAILROAD CROSSINGS 4 

Whenever any road, street or highway forming a part of the State Highway System shall cross or intersect any railroad, 5 

including an industrial siding, at the same level or grade, the railroad owner shall be responsible for the construction 6 

and maintenance of the crossing and the area between the ends of the ties and the edge of the pavement of the main 7 

traveled lanes plus a maximum of 10 feet of the usable shoulders.  The railroad owner shall assume the construction 8 

cost of the crossing for the pavement width and shall maintain the entire area herein described at its own expense.  9 

The Department of Transportation shall reimburse the railroad owner for costs incurred in constructing the crossing 10 

through the shoulder widths.  The Department of Transportation shall also be responsible for the construction and 11 

maintenance of the road beyond the ends of the ties. 12 

(a) If the construction, reconstruction, or maintenance of an existing at-grade crossing causes any road, street, or 13 

highway, forming a part of the State highway system, to cross or intersect any railroad, including an industrial siding, 14 

at the same level or grade, then the railroad shall be responsible for the following: 15 

(1) construction and maintenance of the crossing and the area between the ends of the ties and the edge 16 

of the pavement of the main traveled lanes plus a maximum of 10 feet of the usable shoulders; and   17 

(2) construction cost of the crossing for the pavement width and maintenance for the entire area herein 18 

described at its own expense. 19 

(b)  Pursuant to G.S. § 136-20(h), the railroad shall be responsible for 50 percent of annual maintenance costs of grade 20 

crossing signals.  21 

(c)  A railroad, county, city, or other political subdivision of the State may identify and propose at-grade crossings for 22 

potential closure by submitting a Crossing Closure Request to the Rail Division Director.  23 

(1) The Crossing Closure Request shall contain the following information:  24 

(A) name of the entity submitting the request;  25 

(B) name of the county, city, or political subdivision where the crossing is located; 26 

(C) Association of American Railroads (AAR) crossing number;  27 

(D) railroad milepost number;  28 

(E) State maintained road number and/or name; and  29 

(F) any existing protection at the crossing.  30 

(2) The Rail Division will review the Crossing Closure Request and make a final recommendation to 31 

the Board of Transportation upon the consideration of transportation impacts including emergency 32 

access, safety, feasibility, and public convenience.  33 

(3) If the Board of Transportation approves the at-grade closure, the Rail Division will give notice to 34 

the governing body within which the at-grade crossing is located, direct the Railroad to close or 35 

remove the crossing within 60 days, and coordinate with the Railroad the responsibilities for 36 

removal.  37 
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 1 

History Note: Authority G.S. 136-18(5); 136-18(11); 136-20; 2 

Eff. July 1, 1978; 3 

Amended Eff. October 1, 1993. 4 



1 
 

19A NCAC 02B .0156 is proposed for readoption without substantive changes as follows:  1 

 2 

19A NCAC 02B .0156 PAVING OF ROADWAY SURFACE CROSSING RAILROAD TRACKS 3 

When any road, street, or highway forming a link in the State highway system is being surfaced or resurfaced, the Department 4 

shall, if in such instances requested to do so by the railroad, pave the roadway surface across the crossing, but the railroad 5 

shall provide and place at its own expense, the necessary crossing timbers flange guards on rail guards and otherwise adjust 6 

its facilities to meet the level of the finished road surface. 7 

 8 

History Note: Authority G.S. 136-18(5); 136-18(11); 136-20; 9 

Eff. July 1, 1978; 10 

Amended Eff. October 1, 1993. 11 



1 
 

19A NCAC 02B .0157 is proposed for readoption without changes as follows: 1 

 2 

19A NCAC 02B .0157 COST OF CHANGING ELEVATION OF RAILROAD FACILITIES 3 

When the grade of any road, street, or highway requires a change in the elevation of the railroad's tracks or facilities, except 4 

those changes required by surfacing or resurfacing, the Department shall pay for the necessary change in the railroad facilities 5 

that may be required to meet the grade of the finished road surface. 6 

 7 

History Note: Authority G.S. 136-18(5); 136-18(11); 136-20; 8 

Eff. July 1, 1978; 9 

Amended Eff. October 1, 1993. 10 



1 
 

19A NCAC 02B .0158 is proposed for readoption without changes as follows: 1 

 2 

19A NCAC 02B .0158 CHANGING GRADE OF ROAD WHEN GRADE OF RR TRACKS IS CHANGED 3 

When any railroad changes the grades of its tracks where said tracks cross or intersect any road, street, or highway of the 4 

State highway system, the railroad shall be responsible for adjusting, at its own expense, the grade of such road, street or 5 

highway as required to meet the change in grade of the railroad's tracks or facilities.  Any adjustment of the road, street or 6 

highway shall be made in a manner approved by the Department. A minimum of ten feet runoff shall be required for each inch 7 

of difference in elevation between track grade and road grade.  The Department may contract with the railroad to perform the 8 

asphalt run-off work on a 100 percent reimbursement basis. 9 

 10 

History Note: Authority G.S. 136-18(5); 136-18(11); 136-20; 11 

Eff. July 1, 1978; 12 

Amended Eff. October 1, 1993; November 1, 1991. 13 
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